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ABSTRACT
In this work we present a new room impulse response sim-
ulation for spherical microphone arrays taking into account
source directivity. We calculate the emission angle of the
sound ray leaving the source based on the location of the im-
age and the receiver using Allen and Berkley’s image method.
We provide an implementation of a room impulse response
simulator for a spherical microphone array including a direc-
tional source with arbitrary directivity. We validate our im-
plementation considering the zeroth and the first-order reflec-
tions. Our results show a worst-case directional gain error of
7% in comparison with theoretical predictions.

Index Terms— directivity, directional, simulation, spher-
ical microphone arrays, room impulse response

1. INTRODUCTION

Allen and Berkley’s image method [1] is a widely used ap-
proach for Room Impulse Response (RIR) simulation for an
omnidirectional sound source and a receiver in a reverberant
environment. Several extensions to the image method have
been proposed [2, 3]. Recently the use of Spherical Micro-
phone Arrays (SMA) has had growing interest due to their
ability to capture sound fields in three dimensions [4–8]. RIR
simulation for SMAs has been presented for omnidirectional
sources [9, 10]. However, in real-world situations, the sound
source almost always has a specific non-omnidirectional di-
rectivity pattern. It is therefore highly valuable to be able to
include source directivity in RIR simulators.

Early works on source directivity are described in [11–
13]. In contrast, in this paper we give general RIR simula-
tion techniques, full analytical details and the corresponding
implementations in downloadable software. We begin by an-
alyzing the effect of source directivity on Allen and Berkley’s
image method and then derive the directivity-based equations
to be used in the simulation. We consider the cases of micro-
phones in the free field and also on a rigid baffle as used in
SMAs.

The research leading to these results has received funding from the Euro-
pean Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant
agreement no. 609465

In the rest of this paper, we first briefly summarise Allen
and Berkley’s image method and the RIR simulation for SMA
in Section 2. We then in Section 3 analyze the effect of source
directivity on the image method, and provide extensions to
the existing open-source RIR simulator for SMA available at
[14]. Finally, in Section 4, we describe our implementation
and validate it for some standard source directivity patterns
and draw conclusion in Section 5.

2. REVIEW

2.1. Allen and Berkley’s image method

Consider a rectangular room illustrated in Figure 1 with
length Lx, width Ly , and height Lz . The acoustic reflection
coefficients [15] of the four walls, floor and ceiling are βx1,
βx2, βy1, βy2, βz1 and βz2 respectively, where ν1 coefficients
(ν ∈ {x, y, z}) correspond to the boundaries at ν = 0 and
the ν2 coefficients correspond to the boundaries at ν = Lν .
For a sound source located at rs = (xs, ys, zs) and receiver
located at r = (x, y, z), the location vector (with respect to
the receiver) for all the images obtained due to the walls can
be expressed as a vector rp,m = rp + rm,

rp = [xs − x− 2pxxs, ys − y − 2pyys, zs − z − 2pzzs]
(1)

rm = [2mxLx, 2myLy, 2mzLz] (2)

where each of the elements in p = (px, py, pz) can take a
value of 0 or 1 and each element in m = (mx,my,mz) is
integer-valued. P and M are all the possible sets of p and m.
The Room Transfer Function (RTF) is given by [1]

H(r|rs, k) =
∑
p∈P

∑
m∈M

βp,m
e+ik‖rp,m‖

4π‖rp,m‖
(3)

βp,m = β
|mx−px|
x1 β

|mx|
x2 β

|my−py|
y1 β

|my|
y2 β

|mz−pz|
z1 β

|mz|
z2 (4)

where ‖.‖ denotes the `2-norm and the wavenumber k is re-
lated to frequency f (Hz) and the speed of sound c (m/s) via
the relationship k = 2πf/c.
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Fig. 1. A 2D illustration [10] of the image space showing
source S, receiver R and associated images (red). An example
first-order reflection is shown by the dashed line.

2.2. Extension to a Rigid Spherical Microphone Array

The rigid body of the SMA blocks the direct paths from im-
ages to the microphones whose journey passes through the
body of the SMA. This effect has been studied in [9, 10].
Given a rigid SMA centred at ra, the RTF from a sound source
at rs to a point on the surface of the SMA, ra + r, is

H(r̃|̃rs, k) =
∑
p∈P

∑
m∈M

βp,mGN (r̃|̃rp,m, k) (5)

GN (r̃|̃rp,m, k) =
ik

4π

∞∑
l=0

ih
(1)
l (krpm)

h
(1)′
l (krpm)(krpm)2

× (2l + 1)Pl(cos Θr̃,̃rp,m) (6)

rp = [xs − xa − 2pxxs, ys − ya − 2pyys, zs − za − 2pzzs]
(7)

where GN (r̃|̃rp,m, k) is the Neumann Green’s Function [16],
which describes the sound propagation between a source at
rp,m and a receiver at r on the rigid sphere, both with respect
to the centre of SMA as illustrated in Figure 2. The angle be-
tween r and rp,m is Θr̃,̃rp,m , h(1)l and Pl are respectively the
spherical Hankel function of the first kind and the Legendre
polynomial of order l and .̃ denotes a location vector in spher-
ical coordinates. Note that rp,m = rp + rm, where rp and
rm can respectively be found using (7) and (2).

3. MODELLING SOURCE DIRECTIVITY

In the following we use “emission angle” to refer to the an-
gle by which the sound leaves the source and impinges on the
observer. The RTF in (5) is the weighted sum of individual
responses for each image. In the case of a directional source,
which omits sound with different gain depending on the di-
rection of emission, we will have an extra image-dependent
gain for each expression inside the summation.

Therefore, for a directional sound source we can rewrite

Fig. 2. A 2D illustration [10] of the image space showing
source S, SMA and associated images (red). An example first-
order reflection is shown (dashed) for the image with px = 1
and mx = 0.

the RTF as follow:

H(r̃|̃rs, k) =
∑
p∈P

∑
m∈M

βp,mg(r̃|̃rp,m,k)GN (r̃|̃rp,m, k)

(8)
where g(r̃|̃rp,m,k) is the frequency-dependent source direc-
tivity gain associated with the image at r̃p,m and the receiver
at r̃, both with respect to the centre of the SMA.

A source directivity pattern is a function of emission an-
gle with respect to the source orientation. We therefore need
to transform g(r̃|̃rp,m,k) into g(θe,pm,o, ϕe,pm,o,k) where
θe,pm,o and ϕe,pm,o are respectively the azimuth and the ele-
vation emission angles with respect to the source orientation.

For an arbitrary image, we define Nν (ν ∈ {x, y, z}) as
the number of reflections the image had by walls perpendicu-
lar to axis ν,

Nν = |2mν − pν |. (9)

In Section 3.1 and 3.2, we determine the emission angle
as a function of the image and the receiver location.

3.1. Analysis of azimuth angle

For an arbitrary azimuth angle θ in the xy plane in the range
of [0, 2π), using the reflection matrices for reflections in the
x and y axes, θ′ is the reflected angle after Nx and Ny reflec-
tions respectively by walls perpendicular to the x and y axes.
Hence we can write[

cos (θ′)
sin (θ′)

]
=

[
1 0
0 −1

]Ny
[
−1 0
0 1

]Nx
[

cos (θ)
sin (θ)

]
.

(10)
In (10), for an arbitrary image, since the reflection matrix only
affects the sign of x and y coordinate, we only need the parity
ofNx andNy which are respectively determined by the parity
of px and py using (9). Therefore we replace Nx and Ny
respectively with px and py . This simplification results in four
possible outcomes depending on the value of the set (px, py),

θ′ = Θ(θ|p) =


θ (px, py) = (0, 0)

2π − θ (px, py) = (0, 1)

wrap(π − θ) (px, py) = (1, 0)

wrap(π + θ) (px, py) = (1, 1)

(11)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of possible outcomes of reflection function
for an arbitrary azimuth and elevation angles (θ, ϕ).

where wrap(.) denotes wrapping to [0, 2π) and Θ (.|p) rep-
resents the reflection function on an azimuth angle after all
reflections by walls perpendicular to x and y which result in
the creation of an image with the set p.

3.2. Analysis of elevation angle

For an arbitrary elevation angle ϕ made with xy plane in the
range of [−π2 ,

π
2 ], ϕ′ is the reflected angle afterNz reflections

by walls perpendicular to z axis. Hence we can write[
cos (ϕ′)
sin (ϕ′)

]
=

[
1 0
0 −1

]Nz
[

cos (ϕ)
sin (ϕ)

]
. (12)

In (12), for an arbitrary image, having done the same simpli-
fication on Nz as we did in Section 3.1 for Nx and Ny , we
have

ϕ′ = Φ(ϕ|p) =

{
ϕ pz = 0

−ϕ pz = 1
(13)

where Φ(.|p) represents the reflection function on an eleva-
tion angle after all reflections by walls perpendicular to z axis
which result in the creation of an image with the set p.

Figure 3 illustrates the possible outcomes of the reflection
functions Θ(θ|p) and Φ(ϕ|p) for an arbitrary azimuth θ and
elevation ϕ after Nx, Ny and Nz number of reflections by
walls perpendicular to x, y and z axes respectively.

We define the impinging azimuth angle, θpm, and the im-
pinging elevation angle, ϕpm as

(θpm, ϕpm) = 6 (r− rp,m) (14)

where 6 (.) denotes the spherical angle of a vector as a set of
azimuth and elevation angles. These are the angles by which
the sound ray impinges on the receiver.

Since the impinging angle is the reflected emission an-
gle after all reflections, using (11) and (13), Θ(θpm|p) and
Φ(ϕpm|p) are respectively the emission azimuth and eleva-
tion angles, (θe,pm, ϕe,pm).

(θe,pm, ϕe,pm) = (Θ(θpm|p),Φ(ϕpm|p)). (15)

Fig. 4. A 2D illustration of an example of a second-order re-
flected path from source S to receiver R. First-order image
S’ and the second-order image S” is also shown. The blue
arrows represent the associated orientation of the source di-
rectivity pattern. The solid line is the actual path the sound
travels from the source to the receiver.

Using (14) and (15), for an arbitrary image, having the ori-
entation of the source as a set of (θo, ϕo), the emission angles
with respect to the orientation of source, (θe,pm,o, ϕe,pm,o)
are

(θe,pm,o, ϕe,pm,o) = (Θ(θpm|p)−θo,Φ(ϕpm|p)−ϕo). (16)

Alternatively, expanding functions Θ and Φ, (16) can be
rewritten as

(θe,pm,o, ϕe,pm,o) = (θpm −Θ(θo|p), ϕpm − Φ(ϕo|p))
= ((θpm − θo,pm), (ϕpm − ϕo,pm))

(17)

where θo,pm and ϕo,pm are respectively the orientation az-
imuth and elevation of the directional image. Since Θ(θo|p)
and Φ(ϕo|p) represent the orientation of a directional image,
then the emission angle with respect to source orientation can
also be seen as the difference between the impinging angles
and the image orientation as illustrated in Figure 4.

Having the orientation of the sound source and the source
directivity pattern with respect to that orientation, we can
rewrite (8) as

H(r̃|̃rs, k) =
∑
p∈P

∑
m∈M

βp,mg(θe,pm,o, ϕe,pm,o, k)

×GN (r̃|̃rp,m, k). (18)

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

The proposed method is implemented as an extension to the
RIR simulators for a free-field microphone and SMA re-
spectively available at [17] and [14]. It follows the same
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Fig. 5. A 2D partial illustration of the image space showing
the position of the images (red) for the source S (blue) and
SMA (black) considering the zeroth and the first-order reflec-
tions only. Note that image 2 at (2, 2,−4) and image 3 at
(2, 2, 12) are not displayed since they lie on the source S in
xy plane representation.

structure explained in [10] while additionally considering a
frequency-dependent directivity function and orientation for a
directional source. Since the image orientation is also calcu-
lated in the implementation, we used (17) for the calculation
of emission angles although (16) may alternatively be used.

In operation of these tools, the user can either choose a
standard directivity pattern or specify a gain table describing
a frequency-dependent directivity pattern across discrete az-
imuth and elevation angles. The standard directivity patterns
provided include Omnidirectional (Omni), Bidirectional (Bi),
Cardioid (Card), Hypercardioid (Hyper), Subcardioid (Sub),
Hemispherical (Hemi), Delta with emission only in the di-
rection of orientation, and inverse-Delta (iDelta) with emis-
sion everywhere equally except in the direction of orienta-
tion. When the user enters a sampled directivity pattern, the
tool also provides optional interpolation methods from a list
of linear, nearest, spline or cubic. Further details are available
in our MATLAB implementation for free-field microphone
at [18] and for SMA at [19].

Due to deeper interest in validation for the SMA, we pro-
duced the simulated impulse response for the SMA case for
all directivity patterns provided in Table 2. As illustrated
in Figure 5, we set a source at (2, 2, 4) m with orientation
azimuth and elevation set of (0, 0) radian, a rigid SMA at
(5.042, 2, 4) m with radius of 4.2 cm and a microphone po-
sition azimuth and elevation set of (π, 0) radian, in a room
with dimensions of (8, 4, 8) m and reflection coefficients for
the walls perpendicular to the x, y and z axes respectively
equal to 0.8, 0.4 and 0.2. The sampling rate was 8 kHz and
c = 343 m/s.

In order to validate the accuracy of source directivity
modelling, it is sufficient to consider only the zeroth and first-
order reflections, which result in six images plus the source
itself as shown in Figure 5. Since the propagation distances
for images 2 and 3 are equal to the propagation distances

Fig. 6. RIRs (blue) for each source directivity pattern (red)

for images 3 and 5 respectively, the receiving impulses in
the RIR for these four images are seen as two coincident
impulses which results in the total of five peaks in the RIR
for the omnidirectional case as shown in Figure 6.

Table 2 shows the emission angle for each image and
its associated directivity gain calculated by g =| α +
(1− α) cos (θ) cos (ϕ) | where α is provided in Table 1.

Pattern Omni Bi Card Hyper Sub
α 1 0 0.5 0.25 0.75

Table 1. Alpha used in standard directivity formula

At the RIR samples where we have peaks in the omnidi-
rectional case, we define the scaling factor that is applied over
each peak due to the source directivity as the amplitude in the
directional case divided by the amplitude in the omnidirec-
tional case (see Table 3). Comparing the results in Table 3
and Table 2, it can be seen that the maximum directional gain
error is 0.07. The errors arise in part at least since the values
in Table 3 are calculated using the amplitude at the nearest
sample to the peak.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented the modelling of source directivity in RIR
simulation for SMAs using an extension to the image method.
Part of the method involves the derivation of the relationship
between the emission angle and the image location. The over-
all simulation of the point-to-point RIRs have been integrated
into a freely downloadable software tool. Finally a validation
has been performed that confirms the accuracy of our imple-
mentation of such modelling. A number of standard direc-
tivity patterns have been tested to compare the theoretical di-
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Image no. 1 4&5 6 2&3 7

θpm (deg) 0 ±53.13 180 0 0

ϕpm (deg) 0 0 0 ±69.44 0

Omni 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Bi 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.35 1.00
Card 1.00 0.80 0.00 0.67 1.00
Hyper 1.00 0.70 0.50 0.51 1.00
Sub 1.00 0.90 0.50 0.83 1.00
Hemi 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Delta 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
iDelta 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00

Table 2. Theoretical gain associated with each image and pattern

Image no. 1 4&5 6 2&3 7

Bi 1.00 0.60 0.99 0.30 0.99
Card 1.00 0.79 0.00 0.67 0.98
Hyper 1.00 0.69 0.50 0.48 0.99
Sub 1.00 0.90 0.50 0.84 0.99
Hemi 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.02 0.99
Delta 1.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.07 0.98
iDelta 0.00 1.01 1.01 1.07 0.02
Table 3. Scaling factor of each image and pattern.

rectional gain with the results of our simulation. Worst-case
error in our experiments has been shown to be less than 7%.
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